Nomination/application of students for departmental bilateral agreements – Department of Asian, Middle Eastern and Turkish Studies

After having been nominated by their home university students should fill in the application form, attach a copy of their transcript and send it to the coordinator at their home university. The coordinator at the home university then sends all documents to exchange.asia@su.se according to the dates below.

The coordinator at the Department of Asian, Middle Eastern and Turkish Studies then contacts the students directly (with the coordinator in copy) with information on registration, course selection and housing.

The final decision on courses should be made together with the student’s home university.

Fall semester 2020

Nominations/applications for exchange studies fall semester 2020 should be sent no later than March 31.

Spring semester 2021

Nominations/applications for exchange studies spring semester 2021 should be sent no later than September 1.

All questions should be sent to either to exchange.asia@su.se or to Hanna Kritz, hanna.kritz@su.se.